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Zoology
Awareness Activities
Animals and their Feet
Introduction/Activity
Cards & Presentation
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Zoology
Animals and their Feet
Preparation
Master Copies:
Using white paper make 1 copy of pages:
214-221
Cutting:
•! Cut the “animal feet” label out on the black outlines.
•! Cut the cards out on the black and red outlines.
White Poster Board:
•! Cut 1 piece of white to measure 7.50” x 2.75”.
Black Poster Board:
•! Cut 7 black cards to measure 6.5” x 5.25”.
Red Poster Board:
•! Cut 7 red cards to measure 6.5” x 5.25”.
Mounting:
•! Mount the “animal feet” label onto the large white
board (you should have about ¼” of board around the
label).
•! Mount the “animals” onto the black poster board cards.
•! Mount the “feet” onto the red poster board cards.
Laminate:
Laminate (optional)
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animal feet
(label)
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dolphin

fin

216

pelican

webbed

217

cat

paws
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elephant

single
membered
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eagle

claws
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horse

hooves
single toed
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.

camel

hooves
double toed
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Zoology
Animals and their Feet
Presentation
Materials:
A tray containing:
!!(1) black deck of animal cards in a basket
!!(1) red deck of animal feet cards in a basket
Animal Feet label card
Presentation:
1.! Invite the children to join you for a circle presentation.
2.! The teacher should sit down with the children placing
the Animals and their Feet Tray by her left side.
3.! Explain to the children that you have something special
that you want to share with them today.
4.! The teacher should say, “Today we are going to talk
about Animals and their Feet. We are humans and we
have “feet” but animals have different types of feet
with different names!”
5.! I have a tray with two baskets and a label card.
6.! Take out the animal feet label card and say, “This is
how we write animal feet.” The teacher should take
the label card and place it directly in front of her at
about 18” away from her lap.
7.! The teacher should give a 3 period lesson on the black
deck of cards of cards in the first basket on the tray
(some of the animal names will be new to some
children). The teacher should replace the cards into the
basket on the tray.
8.! The teacher should give a 3 period lesson on the red
deck of cards of cards in the second basket on the tray
(some of the types of animal feet will be new to some
children). The teacher should replace the cards into the
basket on the tray.
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9.! The teacher should say, “We are going to match the
feet to the animal they belong to. You will need to
look very closely at each picture in order to make the
right matches.”
10. Remove the basket from the tray that contains the black
deck of cards and place it to the right of the tray.
11. Place the deck of black cards directly in front of your
lap with the pictures facing up.
12. Take the first animal card and place it directly
underneath the label card and to the left. Point to the
picture and then to the name underneath it as you read
it out loud.
13. Take the next animal card and place it directly to the
right of the first animal card. Point to the picture and
then to the name as you re read it.
14. Continue repeating step 13 until each black animal
card has been placed in a horizontal line in front of you
(left to right).
15. Put the empty basket back on the tray.
16. Remove the basket from the tray that contains the red
deck of cards and place it to the right of the tray
(should be repeating what you did with the basket that
held the black deck of cards).
17. Place the red deck of cards directly in front of your lap
with the pictures facing up.
18. Take the first card and hold it while scanning below the
black cards (left to right) to find a match. Place the
matched card below its partner.
19. Point to the red card’s picture and then to the words
underneath it as you read it out loud.
20. Now, point to the picture on the black card on top and
say, “A/an (point and read the written name of the
animal) has (point and read the written name of the
type of feet the animal has) feet.”
21. Repeat until all the red cards have been matched to the
black cards.
22. The teacher should pause when she is finished to admire
her work.
23. Replace the label onto the tray.
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24. Replace the first black card on the far left into the
basket on the tray. Continue until every black card has
been picked up in turn (left to right) and placed in the
basket on the tray.
25. Replace the next row in the same way starting with the
first red card on the far left into the other basket on
the tray. Continue until every red card has been picked
up in turn (left to right) and placed in the basket on the
tray.
26. Return the Animals and their Feet tray to the shelf
where it belongs.
27. Invite the children to take turns working with the
Animals and their Feet tray.
Variations and Extensions:
1.! Change the animals and the feet cards.
2.! Make up a set of animal picture cards and sort them as
to what type of feet each animal has.
3.! Have the child make its own booklet.
Points of Interest:
1.! It takes time to study the picture when making the right
match.
Control of Error:
1.! The teacher can place a different set of colored “dot”
stickers on the back of each pair of animal and feet
cards (child can flip cards over to see if the colored
stickers match to see if they are right).
Aims:
Learning that animals have different types of feet, visual
discrimination, ability to match, preparation for writing and
reading, etc.
Approximate Age:
3 and up
Language:
Animal names, names of animal feet, match, pair, etc.

